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Water Safety for Dogs

Dr. Mike Paul, DVM
 Mike has more than 35 years of experience in companion
animal veterinary practice and is a valued member of IDEXX’s
Pet Health Network team since 2013. 

Perhaps you saw the recent news article about a little
dog name Tuukka? Tuukka was out for a leisurely boat
ride with his guardians when things took a turn. The
boat hit a wave and little Tuukka was tossed overboard.
The owners, even in a responsive powerboat, couldn’t
find him. Fortunately, another boater found Tuukka –
cold and tired – otherwise this story would have had a
very sad ending. Tuukka had never been swimming
before and then suddenly he had to swim, “for his life.”

But dogs “doggie paddle,” right?
Unfortunately, it is not unusual for people to take their
dogs to pools, beaches or out on boats and never think
twice about their safety. Maybe the fact that dogs have
a swimming stroke named after them gives people the
false impression that all dogs are just natural born
swimmers. But that is definitely not the case. Some
dogs absolutely hate the water. Other dogs may have
medical or orthopedic problems that affect their
strength, stamina and/or mobility making effective and
potentially prolonged swimming difficult. And even if
your dog does happen to be an athletic, eager and
accomplished swimmer, accustomed to being in the
water, that is no guarantee of safety. Injuries,
confusion, hypothermia and fatigue can get the best of
anyone, our dog friends included, and can result in
tragedy.

Protecting your dog around water
How can you protect your dog near water? One word --
Prepare. Presumably, you wouldn’t dive into the deep
end of the pool or go out on a boat yourself without
knowing how to swim or being protected by wearing a
flotation device, right? Would you put your children at
risk by not making them wear a life jacket? Remember,
your dog cannot elect to take swimming lessons, or buy
his own life vest, or decline the offer of a day out on the
water. It is up to you to take appropriate steps to
protect him. 

Follow these steps to keep your dog safe:

1. Take the opportunity to swim with your dog
under supervised circumstances so that you can
evaluate his personal affinity for swimming and
physical ability to swim.

2. Do not leave your dog unattended by the water
any more than you would leave a child in that
situation.

3. Even if you have taken the time to “teach your
dog how to get out of the pool,” remember to
never leave your dog unattended. Your dog
might happily jump into your pool with every
intention of getting out but become injured or
encumbered by objects floating in the pool and
not be able to make that learned exit.

4. If you are enjoying a day at the beach,
remember that even people who know what to
do if they find themselves caught up in a current
or undertow or deadly riptide can still give in to
panic and drown. So don’t let your dog go off
and play by himself blindly trusting that he will
be safe. Stay with him.

5. If you are going to take your dog boating, get
him a life vest. There are plenty of options out
there for the taking. You can pick from different
styles, colors and cost options. But remember,
dogs come in many shapes and sizes too so be
sure to take your dog with you so you know the
device you choose fits properly.

6. Then, and this is the most important part, be
sure to put it on him every time. He won’t
necessarily thank you. But if something
happens, you’ll definitely thank yourself.

If you have any questions or concerns, you should
always visit or call your veterinarian -- they are your
best resource to ensure the health and well-being of
your pets.
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